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Proactive
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Detection
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How does
it work?

EFB Weather
Always connected weather app to optimize your
flight path through better situational awareness.

Pilots need a real-time, enhanced graphical display of weather threats. EFB Weather complements an 
aircraft’s weather radar improving flight safety and efficiency, as well as passenger comfort.

Increased situational 
awareness improves 
flight performance.

Nowcast and forecast of 
weather threats such as: 
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of the world’s airlines use 
SITA OnAir's aircraft operational 
communications to connect every 
resource, from the pilots in the 
cockpit to the air traffic 
controllers in the tower.

customers use our 
Aircraft Services globally

is the average price airlines pay 
for every turbulence-related 
incident.

of airlines will equip pilots 
with EFBs.

of ACARS network traffic is 
handled by SITA OnAir.

For more information visit
www.sitaonair.aero

Pilot detects weather 
warnings on display and 

agrees on a new, optimised 
route with both flight 

operations and Air Traffic 
Control.

BAD 
WEATHER
THREAT

Enhanced graphical display:
- timeline
- overhead and flight levels 
  cross sections  
- current weather situation
  and dynamic forecast

End to end service on secure 
ATI Cloud, compatible with Apple, 
Windows devices and avionics.

Multi source weather data 
providers with global coverage.

Seamless and ubiquitous 
cockpit connectivity over 
ACARS and IP satellite 
broadband.

Turbulence

Icing

Thunderstorms

Volcanic Ash

ALERTW

Improved, collaborative decision-making between flight operations and ATC. 
Airlines can leverage this to increase flight safety and reduce fuel savings.

Reliable and real-time weather data redefines flight navigation 
with informed decision making. Pilots benefit from an enhanced 
UI on EFB tablets and are also able to prepare the aircraft for the 

full flight route with no weather radar range limitation. 

Cabin crew can time their 
service to coincide with good 
weather while minimising the 

chance of any injuries. 

Passengers experience 
a more comfortable and 

ultimately safer flight.

Post-flight
Incident studies

iPad, PC

Pre-flight
Preparation
iPad, Surface
Pro Tablet

Wireless
Mobile Data

Broadband
Satcom

SITA CLOUD

ACARS
VHF.VDL

ACARS
Satcom

3G IP ACARS

In-flight Weather awareness
EFB

A comprehensive solution for all flight stages

OnAir Plug AIRCOMConnect
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Pilot checks weather
data before take-off

Enhancing flight experience across all e-Aircraft

Optimized re-routing 
reduces the risk of damage 

to the aircraft.


